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I NTRODUCTI ON

"Man cannot live by bread alone," is an

honored adage, worn but useful. Its necessary

corollary is that he cannot live without, it elther.

The focus of this study is the vital link betweer

the bread we receive and the contributions we make

as members of organizations, namely, performance

appraisal. Specifically, this study concerns It-

self with the performance appraisal cf youn6
officers in the United States Air Force.

SStatistics released by the Air Force for the

year 1965 show that 3,289 line officers chose to

voluntarily sever from its ranks, the majority of

whom had seven years or less of service. This

represents an enormous waste of resources to the

Air Force on at least two counts. First, there is

the time and money spent to train and develop these

men in skills vital to the Air Force mission; and

1. *AFSC Dcis Well i-i Officer Retention,' Air Force
Zmmo XXVI (February 9, 1966), 7.
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secondly, h•ere I:- 'I.e I,,.3s of p;' .,'! s A d~r-

ship material whlcý. liese officers provIded.

Also implicit In This fgure Is tihe fat" that

these men were dissatisfied with the life of an

Air Force officer.

Numerous factors could account for this

degree of dissatisfaction, none of which is

probably the sole cause. However, one area of

the Air Force personnel program-mix that receives

frequent criticism is the officer evaluation

system. One estranged member expressed his dis-

satisfaction to the editors of the Air Force Times

in the following manner:

"One major air command gives three per-

cent of its majors a Superior rating; 24.5
percent Well Ahead of Most; and only 5.9 per-
cent Above Average, where the form says the
majority of officers should fall.

In face of such a distorted, dishonest,
inflated system, what Is an honest rating
officer to do?

I have an honest rating off ier who
considers me Well Ahead of Mmst. But this
rating places me closer to the very bottom....
There must be something wrong with a system
that says you are ahead of most, when, In fact,
you are on the tall end.2

I

2. Unsigned Letter to the Editor, Air Force TImes,
XXVI (February 9, 1966), 17.



"Why was I n ot , ... .:' : .

the offIce: e 7S ' . ; w'is .1 c:iege •:'a

served faithfully for ,.wlve years, R .d s .'*v.-:

received a ratingr below te Voery Fine C:''c .

category with ZLxcept~cr;tlly Well Quallfled rvi!.,'"

predominatlrn. Corntfnulng, ht- stated tiat , hs,.

followed recommended career progressions, u.fl1 hr, -1

never turned down an opportunity for traininw.

Frustrated, the captain was undecided as to whet•h• r

he should con.tlnue or resign.'

These are just two examples, but they are repre-

sentatiye of a large number of complaints expressed

in the unofficial Air Force newspaper.

We must quickly recognize that several t'orcez

operate jointly to produce indicators of this nature.

To begin with, a rating system is only one part of

the over-all personnel program. Consequently, satis-

faction or dissatisfaction with the evaluation system

tends to vary dependent upon other systems, namely,

the officer promotion system. Moreover, retention

rates are affected by factors such as the world

3. "Passover Darkens Promising Future," Air Force Times,
XYJ (January 13, 1965), 26.

3ost Available Cop'
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V... . v.. ..... • ',' jI < 'j C,>.raa.,.
'**rt s*F, - . .*l . Y S-

:: r :.g' .l , " .T :t:,'~re p rotlem s would u '*I,•. '

/earvs 0",r ~KIV*~~r fIWOJt ~ Ors

Ir~scefd, tL,. or Jorr t I es of TYIhis sIud"

rather modes! . scor, . :1ey lie in f*1ndir.g 'e

answers to two qu- -1.ons: Given the present state

of knowledge !-elative 10 perl'ormance appraisal, is

the system employed by the Air Force the best

system availalP e; and If not, how can it be improved?

Since the Air Force uses several methods of rating

offiers dependent upon rank and experience, this

study is primarily concerned with company grade

officers, whose retention is so important to the

vitality of the service.

The technique used to -chi'eve these objectives

is tripartite in nature. First, we will review per-

formance appraisal in general, Its history, its

problems, and its techniques. Hopefully, this part

the investigation will give us an insight Into

tne complexity of appraisal, and provide us with

some feel for how the technology has evolved, and in

Best Available CcO
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which direction it is headed. A survey of the

literature on the subject will provide the

vehicle necessary to achieve the end. Based on

the findings of t•e first part, the second stage

of the investigation will be devoted to developing

"a normative appraisal model. This will serve ,s

"a yardstick for analyzing the present Air Force

evsluation system. The last part. of the study

includes a sample survey of compary grade officers.

The purpose here is to validate the analysis

findings. With the scope and approach so defined,

we can now turn to the first part, The Nature of

Appraisal.



CHAPTER I

The Nature, Objectives, and Problems

of Performance Appraisal

Nature of Performance APDraisal

Performance appraisal is inherent in human

activity. Everyday, we repeatedly make observations,

and folmiaate opinions about ourselves, our friends

and our environmený. Self-appraisal is germane to

our most perfunctory activities. Do we meet our own

standards of appearance? Is our position in society

what we conceive as being satisfactory? Is our pro-

gress in human endeavors what we hold to be adequate,

given the effort we put forth? Everyone asks these

or similar questions of himself daily in order to

evaluate personal performance. Likewise, our friends

and our environment are subject to the same scrutiny.

We associate with those whose conduct is to our liking.

We frequent a barbershop or drugstore which meets our

standards of taste and service. From dawn till dusk

we actively measure performance against standards of

morality, efficiency, competency and suitability in oeder

to arrive at judgements relative to the stimuli which

Impinge upon us throughout our lives.

m m • , ,
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When we move from the area of social contacts

into our more formal activities -- as members of

organizations -- we are faced with appraisals more

formal in nature. Managers must make frequent

Judgements as to the abilities and contributions

of its subordinates. All people do not perform

equally well. Given adequate training and super-

vision, some men perform satisfactorily, but have

-no potential for progression above a certain level.

Others perform exceptionally well with little

r training and with little or no supervision. A few

of today's young managers have the ability to be

another company president or a leading salesman.

Managers must frequently weigh these abilities and

potentials In order to make decisions crucial to

the individual and to the organization. How much

pay should each individual receive for his contri-

butions to the organization? Who should be promoted,

transferred, or laid-off? Who needs training and how

much? Does their potential warrant the additional

expense? Reason demands that these decisions not be

based on intuitive Insights. Instead, these - e

crucial decisions regarding the organization and Its

members. They warrant, as a minimum, well-considered

judgments made by a manager in collaboration with
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»\thers, and developed in a systematic manner.

Given that. evaluation is omnipresent, the

question is not. s•,ould we appraise employees, but.

rather, how should we go about it? Under a forma-

lized appraisal system, supervisors are encouraged

to observe the Lelavior of their people. They tend

to become interested in their training and develop-

ment. Decisions concerning personnel actiots are

not simply left *o The vague recollections of

managers, bu" are often recorded in Individual re-

cord folders. formal evaluation program maximizes

the likelihood that t alent will be rewarded, That

promotions will be geared to concrete performance,

and that misfits will be identified for trarsfe-, or

elimination. The very nature of large organrza~ions

demands formalized appraisal systems. Written records

form the basis for comparing individuals from d~f-

ferent organizational segments. Recorded rat:ings ai.d

written recommendations provide high-.evel decision

makers with the factual data necessary to Initiate

personnel actions.

1. Dale S. Beach, Personnel: The Management of Pecorlle
at Work (New York, 1963), p.256.



A survey conducted by Spriegel and Mumma in

1962 indicates that the need for formal appraisal

systems is generally recognized. Their findings

reveal that 66% of the firms that responded have

formal rating systems. Another study reported In

IR Research indicates that 73% of the business

population has formal rating systems for hourly

or clerical workers. 2

The Development of Appraisal System

This general pervasiveness of performance

appraisal has been preceded by a rather long perioa

of development. In fact, the activity dates 1o 'Le

beginning of reccrded history. Examples of informal

appraisal reports can be found in the Pible ard i.-

Caesar's Gallic War.3 Emperors of the Wei "yras'y

(221-265 A.D.) used an Imperial Rater to appraise

the performance of official family members. At a

later date, latlus Loyol.a established a ratI.,+

procedure for members of tte Jesuit Society. .:!,e

then, performance appraisal has passed througi. ma!,y

phases and developments, dependent upon the r.eeds

2. Wendell French, The Personnel #'gement F'rocess:
Human Resources Administration (New York, 10647p.17',.

3. Department of the Air Force, Officer Effecliver~ess,
Performance and Trainlon Reports, AFN 3Y-10
(Washington, 1964), p.l.
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and circumstances of the particular period.

In the United States formal appraisal methods

were probably first used by government agencies.

The earliest ratings on file with the Department.

of the Army are those by Brigadier General Leeis

Cass made in 1813.5 In the 1850's, r ating forms

were used In federal government offices. The New

York City Civil Service introduced a rating plan In

1883. Rating procedures for appraising teachers

began as early as 1896. The American business

society was somewhat late entering the picture with

the latter part of World War I marking the first
6

ratings of private employees.

After World War I, formal appraisal systems

developed rapidly. During this development, empha\sis

shifted from ratings based upon merit to ratings

based upon performance. Luring the 1920's and 1930's,

Industry began to use merit ratings as a rational

base for wage plans. These merit plans usually

employed some scale of hctors, degrees, or points. 7

4. Thomas L. Whisler and Shirley F. Harper, eds.,
performance Aopraisal: Research and Practice (New
York, 1962), p.423.

5. Offlcer Effectiveness. Performance and Training

6. Whisler and Harper, p.423.

7. Beach, p.257.
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Evaluations were made primarily on personality

traits, and were arrived at by subjective judg-

ments of supervisors. Although earlier appraisals

were called merit ratings, they did not measure

merit. Instead, they portrayed the patt~ern of

perceptions which a supervisor conceived about. the

Individual. 8

Beginning around 1950, a perceptible shi!" it.

emphasis toward performance appraisal of tec.lal.,

professional, arid managerial personnel occurred.

This shift was closely tied to the wave of Interes'

SIn formal management development programs. 11 waz

recognized that systematic appraisal was vita] lo

an efficient personnrel development program. '>'as,

that period marked the emergence of new terms sic:

as employee appraisal and performance appraisal.

These tacitly suggest emphasis on the developmne:'

of the Individual. Moreover, these new term; r.or•

commonly refer ,o programs for evaluating wrlt,--

collar and managerial professionals, whereas .erP

rating plans we-e most applicable to hourly worker.,

Accordingly, performance appraisal plans tend 0c ,e

broader in scope than merit rating programs, and

8. Harry W. Hepner, Perceptive Management and .Lýer-
vision (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey., 1961 p. 3 1-.
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nearly always involve some form of interview between

rater and ratee. 9

As the terminology and uses of personnel evalu-

atioris changed, so did the objectives. In the early

stages of development, appraisal goals were quitte

modest In scope. Primarily, merit ratings were

first used in industry to establish wage rates. The

absolute amounts of money available within any firm

for distribution to employees was set. Given this

figure, a determination had to be made as to how It

would be divided among the workers. More specifically,

the objective of a merit rating system was to see that

each employee was equitoably compensated for the service

he rendered to the organization on the basis of:

1. The nature of the work.

2. The current competitive value of that '7pe of work.

3. The effectiveness with which that work was per-

formed. 10

As more and different types of employees came under the

purview of ra'ing systems, the objectives of ,hese

systems became quite broad in nature. Joseph Tiffin and

9. Beach, p. 258.

10". Richard C. 5myt.h and Matthew J. Murphy, Jot
Ealuation and Employee Rating (New York, 1946), p. 4 .

.a4
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Ernest McCormick in a survey of industrial merit

rating systems identified at least fifteen dif-

ferent uses of appraisals. However, for all

practical purposes these different objectives or

uses may be classified into two categories --

administrative and self-improvement.
1 2

Obiect ves of Appraisal Systems

Foremost among the administrative uses of

appraisal systems is promotion. The object Ae

here is simply to Identify those employees who

demonstrate both the ability and potential for

r assuming more complex tasks and greater responsi-

bility. At the same time, it is In the interest

of the organization not to promote employees wco

have neither the desire or ability to advar.ce.

Among the other personnel actions for w!1";

appraisals may Le used are transfer and layoft:.

Evaluations if validly constructed may point ,r

individuals who could best serve the organiza'lo%.

in another capacity. An individual may have an.

11. Whisler and Harper, p.5.

12. J

13. Ibid.

ft-
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ample supply of innate ability, and ahow great

promise for development. But these may go wasted

If he Is used In the wrong position. Likewise,

appraisal systems must Identify those Individuals

who do not make an acceptable contribution toward

organizational goals. Over a period of time,

cumulative negative ratings should provide solid

grounds for dismissal. Other administrative uses

include justification for wage and salary plans,

validation of selection programs, and Identification

of training needs. 4

The second category of appraisal system objec-

tives, self-improvement, Involves a group of related

uses. Every employee likes to know how his boss

views him relative to accomplishments, weaknesses,

strengths, and potentials. Each seeks reassuranceI

about himself. 1 5 On the other hand supervisors must

observe employees so that they are fully cognizant

of the resources at their disposal. Managers need

to Identify areas for future development if these

resources are to be fully utilized. When the

appraisal system incorporates the rater-ratee Inter-.

view as an Integral part, these needs are fully within

the realm of achievement. 6

14. Beach, p. 259. -

15. Hepner, p. 318.

16. Beach, p. 259.
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Accompanying the development'of appraisal

systems and of the objectives to which they seek

to realize has been a host of general problems.

Since. appraisals are made by humans, they are

typically subject to a number of errors and weak-

nesses. Certain of these are more indigenous to

specific techniques than to others, but. most exit.

to some degree in all systems developed to date.

PROBLEMS OF PERFORMA-INCE APPRAISAL

Halo Effect

For many years, halo effect has been Idetif.-

fled as one of the major pitfalls in the administria-

tion of certain rating techniques. In general termns,

it is the tendency of a rater to allow his over-all

impression of an individual to influence the ralin.';

he assigns to a specific element of the rating fror:,.

In other words, it is the tendency to skew the ract. i ng

of tvery specific item in the direction of the to*.al

impression the rater has of the individual. Preserice

of this error is evident when a high correlation of

scores between each separate rating element exists.

One way to materially reduce the halo effect is to

require the rater to evaluate each employee bein-

rated on one element ata time. Anothei device is to

0est Available Cop
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arrange the various sub-divisions of the form in

such a manner that t!he maximuim score for some ele-

ments appears oni the right-hand side of the form,

and the maximum score for other traits appears on

the left. This supposedly forces the rater to read

the descriptions for each element more careflly,

and thus rate .ore objectively. However, none of

these devices Yas proven satisfactory over a lot4-

period of time. As raters become familiar with. The

rating forms, *he.ý tend to return to their old

habits.
1 7

Leniency or 3trl-tness

Some managers have a tendency to be liberal It.

their ratings, while others tend to rate consistently

hard. This problem stems from human nature an:d is

difficult to control. Some supervisors dislike

awarding above-average ratings unless they themselves

are receiving similar ratings. Conversely, lenter.*-

raters desire to push their people ahead because they

like them.l 8  In one study of thirty department heads

within one business firm, It waw found that four of the

supervisors rated their subordinates so s-verely that

17. Smyth and Murphy, p. 196.

18. b., p. 198.
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all of their subordinates were rated below the

poorest ratings made by the two most lenient depart-

ment headc. 1 9 These tendencies can never be elimin-

ated entirely, but Joint meetings and trainli.g

sessions for raters can help to more accuratelyJ

define rating standards. 2 0

Central Tendency

Some supervisors dislike awarding extren.e ra'.iies.

Consequently, they tend to rate all of their employees

as being average. This error can be attrl'..ed o

several causes. Sometimes thr rater is unfamiliar

rwith the ratee, but is still required to evai,' af-e his

performance. Hence, there is a tendency in tlese

cases to play it safe and evaluate a man as 'eini

average. In other cases, the supervisor may simply

be lazy, and dislike justifying an other '1.ha.,3 average

rating. 21

Several techniques can be employed to offsel

-,this error. A comparison of a particular rating on

an individual with ratings given by other raters

might trigger suspicion that this error is present.

Also, the use of an even number of subdivisions for

each trait or factor will eliminate a convenient

19. Lee Stockford and H. W. Bissell, "Factors Involved
in Establishing a Merlt-Rating Scale," Personnel,
XXVI (1949), 97

20. Beach, p. 272.

21. Ibid.
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mid-point for the evaluator to score. Another device

is to make the intermediate descriptive phrases closer

In meaning than those at the ends of the scale. This

influences the rater to discriminate more thoroughly

for ratings t'hat fall around the middle. 2 2

Interpersonal Bias or Mirror Effect

Human nature forces all of us to view favorably

those people who act according to our own values. W-

tend to believe that people who dress like ourselves

have good taste. We view others who hold the same

interests as ourselves as regular fellows; those who

do not meet our standards of value are considered

odd or unusual. Concisely, we tend to believe that

employees who mirror ourselves are valuable, and

those who do not are Inferior. 2 3  j
The fact that this error exists was well-founded

in an Investigation by Kallejian, Brown, and Weschler.2 4

In that experiment, a well trained interviewer canvassed

22. Smyth and Murphy, p. 197.

23. Fred G. Lippert., "Problems of Merit Rating, Progress
Review," Supervision, XXV (1963), 13.

24. Verne Kallejian, Paula Brown, and I. R. Weschler,
"The Impact of Interpersonal Relations on Ratings
of Performance," Public Personnel Review, (1953),
116.

ii

___ L
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thirty-two employees relative to their relationships

with each other and with their supervisors. On the

basis of the evidence collected, the interviewer

predicted within a five percent level of sigrilficance

how each supervisor rated each group of employees.

No successful method for eliminating this error 'las

been discovered to date.

Evasiveness of Traits

One method of rating which is highly deficienr

is the evaluation of traits such as Initiative, pro-

duction, cooperation. This deficiency arises from a

number of serious shortcomings. There is little, or

no evidence that particular personality traits are

required for successful performance on a given lot.

Traits tend to be chosen on the basis of commnc, se,-se

reasoning, not by statistical validation. In fact ,

considerable evidence tells us that a prctotype

leader does not exist. For example, tact and diplo-

macy are often included as necessary concomitants lo

success -- heaven forbid, Mr. Truman! 2 5 A second

problem in this area Is the elusiveness of such words

as average and outstanding. Can we universally define

25. Hepner, p. 326.
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them? If we cannot, how can we use them to rate

people?26 The answer to this problem is to avoid

trait-ratirgs. Instead, focus on the work a manA

does. Judge him on the basis of what he does, and

how he does It. 2 7

Bell Curve Weakness

Statisticians have sometimes said that if the

Egyptians had known about the normal curve, ti~ey

would have worshipped it as a god. It is truly a

useful tool in some areas, but its applications I.o

appraisals have stimulated some rather erroneous

generalizations. Some rating procedures incorporate

the normal distribution curve on the basis that any

population should be normally distributed as follows:

percent

Superior 4

Above average 24

Average 44

Below average 24

Unsatisfactory 4

26. French, p. 177.

27. Hepner, p. 326.

i
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It Is true that many human capacities, abilities,

and other characteristics such as intelligence,

dexterity, height, and weight do tend to follow a
normal distribution when a large. random sample Is

collected. But, performance ratings are not laken

randomly. Modern selection techniques tend '.o pro-

vide a skewed sample by eliminating most undesiratles

at the outset. Moreover, it is very likel:. a

given group will have a large percentage of superlor

performers, given a set standard. Modern motivatorna!

techniques are desIgned to push the average employ;ee

toward superior performance. More si.nificai-ly,

modern jobs have been subdivided, standardized, and

specialized to the point that only a small part of

an employee's latent ability Is exercised tLy -I, 'ob.

Probably the best approach to this protlea ii -o

plot the results of the ratings made by a ronsiderabte

number of supervisors in one large graph, arid .;se Khat
29

distribution as the norm.

Error of Weighted Factors

This error stems from the fact that numerical

scores can yield undesirable effects unless considerable

care is used In applyri them. For example whet, an

28. Smyth and Murphy, p. 202.
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above-average rating is valued at ten points on a

performance factor, and an above-average rating is

scored five points on a speaking ability factor, it.

is assumed that performance is being given more

weight than speaking ability. TMs is not neces-

sarily true. If all employees are rated above

average on performance while a wide distribution

of ratings exists on the speaking ability factor,

speaking ability will carry the greatest welgi;t.29

It should be evident at. this point, that the

appraisal of employees is aiknotty problem. Alow-

ever, reasonable solutions have been developed,

and effectively incorporated Into practice in re-

sponse to the need for employee appraisal. Scmp problems

are beyond solution because they are Inheren" in the

human make-up. :ut even In face of this most formidable

obstacle, techniques which minimize the errors associated

with rating are In use. 'he-e approaches and their

concomitant strengths will be examined as we turn "o the

evolution or appraisal technique..

29. French, p. 181.

LI
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CHAPTER II

THE EVOLTlION OF APPRAISAL TECHNIQUES

From the investigation of the nature of per-

formance appraisal we found that man has evaluiaed

his surroundings since the beginning of time. At

first, such evawluations were, no doubt, personal

and took the form of meditative thoughts. B3ut

when we chose to form societies, our appraisals

became more public, probably In trie transmission

of oral opinions. Naturally, these lacked de•.",

and were Incapable of storage. To bridge these de-

ficiencies, techniques of Increasing sophistich'iozi

have been developed to negate the weakness of pre-

vious methods. As these techniques are reviewed, It

should become o:vious that •qreat progress has keer

made. But at the same tile, we must conclude 1Ain*

a panacea does not exist. Ultimates occur oukslio

the arena of human endeavor. Progress is the hesT

we can hope for and the least we can accept.

Probably the oldest technique of formal

appraisal Is the essay rating. This approach .impl;

requires the rater to write out a description of

the ratee's performance, or traits, as the particular
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system requires. Napoleon made many sucn reports

about his subordinates to the French authorities

during his campaign:

"Good enough for office work; knows nothing

of war."

"He is not fitted for command, and he lost

his head after my departure.*

"He is a duffer and a hero." 1

This approach is simple and easy to use but

has serious shortcomings when used by itself.

Some supervisors can vividly express their impres-

sions on paper, but others cannot. Consequently,

this type of appraisal does not necessarily give

credit to good performers. Equally competent

executives have different Ideas as to the signifi-

cance of the various aspects of a Job; thus, no

consistent basis for comparison exi -s between

ratees. Finally, this method does not lend itself

to quantification for automated processing. 2

1. Officer Effectiveness. Performance and Trainin
pis . 1.

2. Whisler and Harper, p. 220.
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Graphic scales are also among our oldest and

most widely used methods of appraisal. With this

technique the supervisor Is provided a standardized

form for each person to be rated. lypically, the

format outlines a number of qualities and character-

Istics which ale belleved to be relevant to the JoL

being rated. Some factors which might be included

are analytical atili'y, decisiveness, leadership,

initiative, Job -erformance, and coordination.

Each factor is then scored on a continuous -r

discontinuous scale of IncreasIng value. For the

continuous scale, the rater merely places a mark

whbre he believes the ratee stands on a continuum.

0 10 20

Indifferent to Interested In work, Entl-uslasi c about
instruction accepts advice of Job, fellow workers

others and -,:,mphny

*This would be a rating of thirteen.
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A discontinuous scale is very similar except. that

there Is no continuum. The rater simply plqiccs a

check-mark in the most appropriate box.

Job Knowledge:

Satisfactory know- Is well informed Fxeellent. under-
ledge of rou!Itne on all phases of standing of !is

affairs his job *0ob

Normally, room Is provided where the rater can ,ust ify

the rating awarded by citing specific examples of per-

formance.

The rating scale method is easy to understand

and to administer. It is compatible with stat ls'Ical

tabulation of scores in terms of centr.l tendency,

skewness, and dispersion. It Is relatively easy to

construct, and It permits a quick comparison of scores

between employees.3

Unfortunately, rating scales are of little value

if validity is of prime Importance. The technique

Is inherently susceptable to the aforementioned errors

of halo, central tendency, evasiveness of traits, and

3. Beach, p. 264."
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weighted factor errors. These all stem from the

rater's ability to force the rating to sul 4 the

impression he wants to convey. Two studies vivldly

point this o't. As a consequence of The Classl'l-

cation Act of 1P23, Federal Civil Service emp oypes

who received a rating relow "good" were au-omtllclall,

dismissed. Izmediately, employees were no !onrer

rated below "good" except In rEre case-. To correc"

this condition, anoti.er change t ok jlac " I,. .e r-

formance Rating Act, of 1950. At ;hat time, employees

were rated as being unsatisfactory, satisfac"ory, or

outstanding. An outstandii rating could no" i

awarded unless the employee was rated outstandirn

In all sub-areas. Urnsatis~actory ratIngs still re-

quired dismissal. As a conseqaence, ninety-nlr.

percent of the rederal employees received sat Is:s•

ratings. In another study Involving graphic scq!.-s,

Taylor and Wherry evaluated a large sample of employees

under two different sets of circumstances. !%r "he

first rating, the raters were told that ti.e appralsals

were for experimental purposes; the raters were 'old

on the second occasion that the results were 'or

official use.

4. Felix A. Nigro, Public Personnel Administrat ion
New York, 1959), P. 307.
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Rating means for both evaluations were 4.90 for

the experimenal se., and 5.24 for the or'Icial

set -- an inflatlo,, of forty percent of one

standard deviation.

The reasons• Ltehiýnd ,e ability to forre '',,

ratings are olvics 'o Le casual observer. :'rh.s

are Irrelevant to jot performance. 1!1 a fou;r v.c'r

study at General :'lecrrlc, the cot-clusion was

reached thst r.o one. Is s,:re wilci, traits cc-!-el'W

with good maiaremer,*. Xen c? widely flveree! pcv-

sonalities are effective managers. Advocul.es i-"

the graphic scale hasten to add .hat performance is

included as one factor In the scale, and therefore

argue that the rating is tied to performance. F3ut,

this is a weak and useless argument. !esearch. con-

ducted by Ronan, in which he studied the correlations

between eleven lot. factors and an over-all factor,

proved that an over-all lob performance .-actor Is

or limited usefulness in evaluating .ob perorma.ce.

Moreover, he found thpt independent dimensions or

5. Erwin K. Taylor and Robert J. Wherry, 0A -t1ui-. of
Leniency in 'No RaPIng Systems,' ,Personnel-PS cooqo,
IV (Spring, 1951), p. 39.

6. Hepner, p. 32(.
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job performance do exist and that they will have to

be more fully described if effective predictions

are to be made.' Another study group compared five

performance factors with an over-all factor for '75

employees of a trucking firm. They reached the

sare conclusions -- over-all Job performance factors

are useless as far as validity is concerned. You

cannot get a meaningfu] measure using an Invalid

yardstick.

With the aivent of scientific managemerilt i

the early 1920's, several attempts to quantify

"ratings emerged. Foremost among these techniques

was the forced distribution procedure where employees

are rated on only two characteristics, job perfor-

mance and promotability. The reduction In the nuimbrer

of factors ratpd was based on a statistical factor-

analysis of Halo Effect. The rationale stems from

the fact that a marked tendency to rate people at

the same level on the various trait factors exists,

7. W. W. Ronan, "A Factor Analysis of Eleven Job
Performance Measures," Personnel Psychology, XVI
(Autumn, 1963), p. 255.

8. Stanley E. Seashore, B. P. Indile, and B. S.
Georgopoules, "Relationship Among Criteria of Job
Performance " Journal of Applied Psychology, XXXXIV
(June, 19603, p. 195.
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Accordingly, a great deal of time and effort are

saved by rendering two over-all judgments about the

employee -- how is he performing on the job, and

what is his potential for advancemixL. 9

The format of chis technique is simple. Two

scales, one each for performance and promotability,

are available on each form. These are divided into

five categories of employee value. Using the normal

curve distribution technique, the rater merely Indi-

cates where the particular employee stands in re-

lation to the rest of the employees being rated. 1 0

No descriptive phrases are used to describe the

individual categories for psychological reasons.

Descriptions for tne lower ends of the scale of

necessity tend to be derogatory. Consequently,

supervisors hesitate to rate a man in such terms,

wherea6 they might not hesitate to point out their

weakest man.

This approach has the relative merits of

simplicity and delineation of the work force, but

suffers from the bell-curve and over-all factor errors.

9. Ibid.

10. Ibid.

11. Whisler and Harper, p. 189.
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The second of the quantitative techniques is

the ranking method. Basically, two techniques fall

under this heading -- straight ranking and man-to-

man comparisons. The most elementary ranklng tech-

nique Is the straight ranking procedure whicl. merely

requires that the supervisor rank his employees frm

one to n, depending on the number of ratees. Bases

for the ranking have included traits, performance

criteria, promotability, or physical characteristics.

Its rather limited usage stems from its numerous

deficiencies. Interpersonal bias can strongly in-

fluence the rater's choice of the top men. Moreover,

Justification for the rank order assigned to any

given employee is difficult when questions of' fairness

are raised. Although ranking Is easy to apply !o

small groups, it becomes very unwieldy when large

groups are involved. A problem closely related t.o

this is the degree of separation among ratees. Lif-

ferentiation Is required by the format, but in some

cases no difference exists.

The man-to-man comparison technique Is some-

what more complicated. The technique uses five to

seven factors which are thought to be pertinent to
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the job at hand. A short paragraph is written de-

scribing each factor, and numerical values are

C established for degrees of value within each factor.

For example:

Factor: Leadersnip

Degree Value

High 15

Medium 10

Low 5

Once these mechanics are established, the rater then

selects one Individual who exemplifies each of the

degrees of each factor. For example, the rater

selects the employees who exemplify the highest and

lowest degree of leadership, and the who possesses

an average degree of that trait. Each person rated

is then matched'against the human measuring scale

and is assigned the numerical value of the individual

on the scale whom he most closely resembles for that

particular trait. After all employees are rated,
12

their scores are added to give an over-all score.

12. Smyth and Murphy, p. 179.
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This procedure is definitely a sophistification

over methods previously mentioned, but a number of

serious difficulties are apparent. This approach Is

exttemely time consuming since the number of compari-

sons increases geometrically as the size of the group

Increases. Moreover, considerable difficulty can he

encountered in choosing examples for the human scale,

not to mention the evasiveness of traits. 1 3

Among the most modern and effective methods for

descriminating among employees yet developed is tie

forced-choice technique. Unfortunately, the novel

approach employed in the method accounts for its

weaknesses as well as its strengths. Rather than

Indicate how much or how little of a characteristic

an individual possesses, the rater is required lo

choose from several sets of four or five descriptive

adjectives or phrases. From each set, the rater

selents the phrase which best describes the ratee,

and the one that least describes him. In other words

it minimizes subjective judgements by requiring olb-

jective reporting. If properly constructed, the

rater's ability to force the rating is severely re-

duced because he cannot determine which of tiie phrases
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is the best. An example from the Army's rating

form is as follows:

A. Plenty of military snap, bearing, and neatness

B. Normally cheerful

C. Can't take criticism

D. Doesn't get along with people.1 4

This technique has proven to be effective in

several large sample experiments. When it was first

incorporated by the Army, it was tested on fifty

thousand officers, and the results obtained cor-

related highly with those obtained by independent-

group, or concensus appraisals. It produces a

distribution of ratings which is better than that

obt.;;ned by mu-t other methods, and is relatively I
f, , from inflation. Moreover, results are easily

senred by machine. 1 5 In the study mentioned earlier

where two groups rated employees under experimental

conditions and again "for real", the ability of the

raters to force the ratings using the forced-choice

method was two and one-half times less than *hat

encountered with the graphic scale.1 6

14. E. Donald Sisson, "The New Army Rating," Personnel
Psychology, I (Autumn, 1948), p. 365.

15. Ibid., p. 367.

16. Taylor and Wherry, p. 49.
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However, the system is not without its criti-

clams. The method requires trained technicians to

develop a performance scale. Each type of job re-

quires an applicable set of tetrads to be meaningful.

And, a fair degree of agreement must exist on ,.,e

criteria of success and failure in the job beine-

rated. 1 7 Added to this is a general dislike b'y

supervisors of the technique. Raters like to know

what they are saying about their employees. 'i.e..

want to be aware whet, they are rating a man favoratly

or unfavorably. The Air Force received such; violent

r criticism from its rating officers using the system

that it was finally discontinued.
1 0

Another attempt at objective ratings is tie

critical-incident technique. This method requires

every supervisor to closely monitor the behavior of

each of its employees, noting specific examples of

good or oi bqd behavior, as the case may be. TLho-

retically, these examples are recorded daily In a

notebook and are filed away until appraisal time

arrives. When the examples are filed, each Is placed

in categories which closely follow the rating format.

(e 17. Whisler and Harper, p. 271.

18. Officer Effectiveness. Performance and Training
Reports, p. 2.
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Examples of such categories are utilization of

resources, Initiative, accuracy of work, and other

factors believed to be pertinent. When the super-

visor fills out a rating on a particular employee,

he has the objective data before him to use in the

rating. Moreover, In discussing the rating with

the employee, the supervisor can make concrete sug-

gestions to assist the employee in improving his
19

rating.

This system has been used by General Motors

since 1948 with considerable success. Foremen

report that the technique forces them to antici-

pate job needs. After several observations are

made, a trend can be spotted Immediately which

encourages prompt corrective action. This leads

to better performance and improved job methods.

On the employee side, the technique promotes better

job understanding. Frequent sessions with the

supervisor allow the employee to know where he

stands, and what is expected of him. And of course,

the key to this free give-and-take is the objective

evidence. Ratings are based on what has actually

happened and not on the supervisor's impressions.20

19. William B. Wolf, The Manaxement of Personnel,
(Belmont, Cal., 1961), p. 228.

20. WhIsler and Harper, p. 271.I '
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On the other hand, the system depends on how

conscientious the supervisor collects examples of

behavior. He may make more observations on some

employees than on others, and he may force the
21

ratings by only observing what he wants to see.

Two other techniques attack the problem of

validity by bringing people outside the specific

supervisor-employee relationship i•nto the appraisal.

One of these, group appraisal, places the e-rea'es':

emphasis on training, growth, and dovelopmer! of

the Individual. The appraisal group, as a rule,

r consists of the employee's Immediate supervisor and

several other supervisors who have knowledge of thle

employee's performance. The other supervisors are

picked because they have observed the worker Ir.

question, and can add objectivity to the appraisal.

In the appraisal meeting, the Immediate supervisor

normally guides the discussion. As a rule, the

areas under scrutiny are job requirements and the

ratee's actual performance. After the general dis-

cussion, recommendations which might Improve per-

formance are suggested. This might include such

21. Ibid.
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things as additional training, f"ormal schooling, or

even transfer. Increased ability on the part of tk-

individual Is the center of attention, however. As

the discussion draws to an end, some rating is usually

awarded such a poor, average, good, or superior, and

a specific plan of' action for further development is

agreed upon.

The virtues of this system are that It is thoro;e'h

Sand that the interpersonal bias of the immediate

Ssupervisor tends to he cancelled-out by the multiple

opinions of the panel. 2 2  R.esearch xperiments con-

Sducted by th- Pe sonnel Research Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Army in 1950 demonstrated that average

ratings formulated by several supervisors were more

valid than those 1,y a single individual.23 The

serious drawback to this method Is the great qmojn•

of time required to conduct the appraisals.

The second technique which utilizes outside

personnel Is known as field-review. Like most

techniques, It has strengths and weaknesses alik'.

22. Beach, p. 270.

23. A. G. Bayrofr, H. R. Haggerty, and E. A. RundqAlst,
*Validity of Ratings Is Related to Rating Techniques
and Conditions, Personnel Psychology, VII (Spring,
1954), P.93.



The method requires that a trained man from the

personnel department fill out a rating form Lased

upon an Interview with the supervisor. The Inter-

viewer asks specific questions about the critical

factors of performance and potential which are con,-

sidmred significant to the particular positon.

Questions are normally general at first, but becomp

Increasingly detailed as the discussion contlw.es.

As far as the personnel department Is concerned

these Interviews give an Insight- into the efficienc.

of the selection, and training programs, In add!'I o.

Sto reducing bias In the rating system. For t.e

supervisor, the Interilews can be rather urncomforta, ie

occasions unless he Is fully prepared to demoz.svrra*

concrete knowledge of performance factors, suppor" 1.

Incidents, and employee strengths and deflc'tl.c s.

Algumente against this approach Include t." ,.-•,,,

expenditure of time, 2nd the need for an actiwc per-

sonnel program, teamed with well-trained ITerv:ewers.

The moot recently developed appraisal tecý.,Ique

Is called appraisal by coaching. It i1 probabli !i.^

most advanced and the most sophisticated appraisaol

system developed to date. Impressively detalled a;td

highly rational In approach, It is based on tLe cori-

olusion that. performance In what a mar does, not what

we might like him to do, or whiat he Is capable of
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doing. Rather, it focuses on what the Individual

has done in the past, and is doing now. Perfor-

mance is not to be confused wit! personality, uin-

less personality affects performance in so-- demori-

qtrable way. Moreover, you must be sure that you

are judging what is significant In performance and

not the mere fai.ade or Impression of performance.

One man may work eighteen hours a day with a vigor

that is truly startling. An equally successful

performer may coast within an eigrn--hour day,

except when critical problems arise. You do not

measure how; you measure what an employee does. 2 4

This technique presupposes a thorough definition

of objectives, or pe:lormance factors, a concept popu-

larized by Peter n-l.coer- Tri Prni•ker's own words "he

performance objective rationale Is thus:

"Any business enterprise must buill a
true team and weld Individual efforts In'o a
common effort. Each member of the enterprise
contributes something dlfferont, but they mus'.
all contribute .owvarC a cor&ý,n goal. Their
efforts must all pull In the same directiot,
and their contributions muLrt fit together 'o
produce a whole....

24. James H. Taylor, Personnel AdMknlstntion., (New
York, 1959), p. 81.

i.
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Business performance therefore requires
that each job be directed toward the whole
business. And in particular each manager's
job must be focused on the success of the
whole. The performance that is expected of
the manager must be derived from the perfor-
mance goals of the business, his results mu"t
be measured by the contribution they make to
the success of the enterprise. The manager
must know and understand what the business
goals demand of him in terms of performance,
and his superior must knuw what contribution
to demand and expect of him -- and must judge
him accordingly."25

In addition to the objectives concept, the coachineg

approach recognizes some basic social values. Employees

need to see how well or poorly they are doing on the job.

They want to know where they stand, not as pegv-" in holes,

or cogs in a machine, but as human beings with human

f-elings and deficiencies. A person neeis recognition.

This cannot be satisfied if the man does not know what

is expected of him, and how he is doing. An employee

needs understanding and a feeiing of security. Frank

Pleper sums up an employee's psychological needs in

four categories:

1. The need for recognition - A person needs praise,

particularly when he thinks he has done a good job. If

this is lacking, the individual will become frustrated

and replace .t with some other form of satisfaction,

possibly pathological in nature.

25. Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management (New
York, 1954), p. 121.
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2. The need for understanding - If a person does

not believe that his opinions are important enough

for the boss to listen; or if the supervisor never

has time to understand the individual's problems,

he will probably feel hurt, and resentful. He will

more than likely withdraw, and ease-off from his work.

3. The need for security - People need to know

where they stand, and to be able to count on it. The

effects of insecurity may be subtle. The insecure

worker may feel uneasy and anxious. He may become

apathetic and unenthusiastic about his work. He may

shirk responsibility, or become a perfectionist to

protect himself.

4. The need for new experience - People want to

experience new problems, to try out new ideas and new

solutions. They never get the chance, unless you as

the supervisor listen to them.2 6

With the twin objectives of outlining detailed

performance factors and of recognizing employee

needs, appraisal by coaching is based on rather sensible

assumptions. First of all, it is assumed that the

26. Frank Pieper, Modular Management and Human Leadership,
(Minneapolis, 1958), p. 187.

-
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employee knows more about himself than anyone else

in the organization. He has the capacity to set his

own goals, and to focus ahead on the future. Secondly,

the supervisor with his limited knowledge of ,'ie

employee can be quite helpful in setting realistIc

goals for the individual in view of erganizational

objectives. Thus, his function changes from Dne oC

appraising personal value to one of providinp sel.

inspection on the part of the employee. A thr1

assumption Is that the employee is more concerned

with what is going to happen than with what has

happened in the past, although these are related.

To this end, it makes sense for the employee to plan

how he will accomplish objectives in the future.

Finally, it is assumed that properly motivatei, the

employee will do the basic thinking necessary **o

accomplish his performance objectives. In a nut-

shell, we have objectives, recognition of human values,

and accent on the future.27

A careful perusal of this approach leads to the

conclusion that this is a well thought-out system

for appraisal. The emphasis here is on the system

and not the technique, on the development and not the

27. J. J. Famularo, Supervisors in Action (New York,
196], p. 128.
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ranking of the individual. The onus is off the

rater and on the ratee. In essence each employee

writes his own appraisal report. Given the perfor-

mance factors, the employee sets hiw own goals for

the coming period, In subsequent interviews per-

formance is compared against goals, and new gorIs

are set. Moreover, initial reports by business

concerns using this concept are -,•uie satisfactory.

One study completed at General Electric relates

that employee performance, as well as worker and
28

supervisor morale, have increased appreciably.

Of course, every appraisel technique has its

drawbacks, this one is no exception. It does not

require a trained timestudy man to realize that

this technique demands an enormous amount of time.

In the first place it requires time to define de-

tailed performance factors, although this is a

vital function of any organization. It requires

time to define degrees of performance such as

unacceptable, acceptable, and excellent. But in

the final analysis, if you are going to rate per-

formance as being acceptable, you must be able to

28. H. H. Meyer, E. Kay, and J. R. P. Frenc.h, "Split
Roles in Performance Appraisals," Harvard Business
Review, XXXXIII (January, 1965), p. 1231
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define it. Finally, it takes time to conduct inter-

views. But the question here is, at what point does

the cost of the additional time equal the benefits

derived from increased performance and improved

employee morale? Another deficiency Is the general

lack of coaching ability found in supervisory circles,

particularly at the lower organizational levels. One

personnel officer contends that many companies have

done away with performance reviews because line super-

visors are generally ineffective in counseling. 2 0

However, this is analogous to going out of business

because sales are low. Training, motivation, and

briefing guides are the key to good counseling, not

wishful thinking. Finally, this technique by itself

does not incorporate ratings on the individual'-

potential. Any organization that hopes to full:,,

utilize its most valuable resource, must know what

it has in the inventory. To satisfy this need,

appraisals on potential must be made. No doubt,

this will be incorporated Into the technique as It

matures.

During its brief history as a formalized

process, employee appraisal techniques have under-

gone a myriad of changes and modifications In the

29. Wallace Burch, "Annual Employee Reviews," Personnel
Joqrnal, XXXXII (June, 1963), p.284.
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quest for a satisfactory answer to this most per-

plexing problem. The earliest rating plans In the

twentieth century utilized a brief essay, or a word

checklist from which the rater would select the

most appropriate adýectives. Siich techniques lack,ý!d

precision and were difficult to nross-compare. Tf:is

led to the development of graphic scales. Super-

visors found them easy to use, and were generally

cooperative In maintaining continuous appraisal

records. Although still In use today by many

companies, the Fraphic scale has been severely

crIticized for Its many weaknesses, particularly

its low tolerance toward Inflation. Efforts to

overcome these distribution errors resulted In the

forced-distribution technique. Raters stron6ly

resisted this procedure on the logical ground that

any work group that had been properly screened by

selection procedures would tend to follow a skewed

distribution. Consequently, the method was never

widely used, and gave way to ranking techniques.

The paired-comparison technique and other ranking

devices gave clear answers to the standing of

Individuals In given groups, but provided no means
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for Inter-group comparisons. The forced-choice

method of appraisal was offered as an answer to

all deficiencies inherent in prior techniques.

Howeyer, the fact that the rater was unable to

determine where he had rated t he employee hroight

forth a wave of resentment on the part of super-

visors. To overcome this deficiency, the crttical

incident technique was developed to force super-

visors to evaluate employees In terms of what The.y

"do, rather than ir terms of what supervisors !:-n.nk

they do. This change allowed Interpersonal ulas

to creep back into ratings. Tc offset this tendency

such techniques as group appraisal and field review

emerged to increase the objectIviy of ratlngs.30

Finally, the coaching method of appraisal which ties

appraisals to results, and to employee psycliological

needs rounds out the state-of-the-art as of! this

writing.

What's the answer? Obviously, a final solutlon

to the appraisal problem does not exist. Some tech-

niques seem to work under certain conditions, and to

fall under others. One organization will represent

its system as the epitome, whilt a different concern

will state that the same system is useless. One is

30. Whisler and Harper, p. 436.
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tempted to conclude that our kncwledge at this time

is inadequate to postulate a single, best method of

appraisal. However, research and experience to date

do suggest a few generalizations that appear to be

valid.

1. The appraisal of employees does not exist in

a vacuum. Appraisal must be thought of as A

system whicn affects, and is affected by, other

parts or systems of the organization. As the

experience of the Civil Service indicates, It'

you dismiss all employees with unsatisfacuory

trait ratings, the personalities of your employees

automatically improve. In other words, you must

consider the purposes for which a rating is to be

used and the influences which might bear on the

process.

2. Appraisals should be based on whet a man does

to contribute to organization goals. Traits may

be a useful tool for judging potential, but they

are irrelevant when performance is measured.

3. The environment of application should deter-

mine which technique is selected. It is a

waste of time to install a coaching technique ifI4
.1
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performance factors are not outlined in

detail. Likewise, the forced-cnoice method

alone is of little value if counseling is

one of the system'a objectives. And, recernt

developments indicate that it. should be.

With this background established it Is now pus-

sible to consider a yardstick with which we can

measure the effectiveness of the Air Force appraisal

system. The development of one such oeasurin.g devIce

is the topic of the next chapter.
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C!iAi 'WR III

:•:: :,, ".-' • 'ICK

Whenever we att!.empt "o compnre lor analyze

anything, isie fVirst, quests on that codmies to mind

is, compare to wmb' 1. he purpose o t1hls chapter

is to develop some device against whiich the exIs-

ting state can: Ke compared. We cou]fd evaluatle the

results the Air F'orce has achieved iln terms of !;he

objectives so,;f-,Li, ." t.his would be of liIle

value. The AIr F!orce is well aware Pof how well,

or poorly, its system furictions. Another method

of comparison would be to weigh the relative

merits of the ALr .'orce appraisal technique against

those used by other organizations. :But, we hiave

already concluded that. what works in one set or'

cir.cumstances Is of little relevanceý to another set..

Besides, both of these approaches are too limited

in scope. They deal with only parts; of the appraisal

process. The question we hope to answer is whether

or not the present Air Force system facilitates the

achievement of org.c4nizational and individual goals.

Is the system theoret'ically sound? Given this

Best Available C
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quesin tedvelopment of a yardstick is sug.-

gested by the trends in management 6ýhd appralsal

philo.csophi es.*

With soMe. amplification, L_,ýile Bea-ch fr:

a concise summairy of trends in hppraisal.

"-,iL D, N 1U'1PLOYEE' ; Aj)TP LA 6T.,

Item .ormner E'm.phasis r'z.:L -P!.as is

Terminology MenJ Ra tI iný 1-2)p1toy'e !kPp:'--lsal
a i''1~O2A~ -ppxa -;a!

Purpose D-e(-rminP_ Qu~qlifica- 1lcmi of [,he In-
ti ors for Promoti~on,. divid45ml .1-mproved
T -arnsfer, Layoff ee1~~r¶rc on k;e JoL

t-. sf'aC 01 0 f 0C 1aI

Factors Rated Personalit~y Trait.s Res's;l~ :7tcomplishmenets,
Perfm~'a':,Poi~ential

Techniques Riating~ Sc'ales, Stati- Mut.ual G'oalt o:e1.linF.,
stical Manipulation E-erfo:'m.,.rnce ._'hnadards
o f Data for Compari-,
son of Purposes

.Post-Appraisal Supervisor RFveals Supervisor Ot>imulates;
t~he Rating, Seeks to' Employee *to Analyze
Justify It. Himself and -Set Own

ObJectivps AN .ine
With- Job 1ýeoturernents1

1. Beach, p. 2:0..

i~otAvailable Copy
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It should be emphasized that th!e activities

listed on the left have riot disappeared from prac-

tice. They are st~ill fairly common'. Moreover, the

activities on the right are not peryasive. 1ather,

what Is implied is that viewing orgianizations as a

whole, the activites on the left are decreasliri

in usage whereas those on the righ& are attract~inv

i.ncreasing attention. 2

Associated with the changing emphasis in per-

sonnel appraisal has been 6 theSis-'antIthesis-syrithesis

movement in management philosophy. During the early

part of the twentieth century, there emerged what

many writers on the subject have called the Classical
3t

Doctrine of Management.' No doubt traceable to

Frederick Taylor's interest in functional foreman-

ship and planning staff, this view dissected an

organization into its minute palts.l The emphasis

was upon measurement, systematic behavior, and

4formal bureaucratic structure. Around 1930 this

2. Ibid.

3. Whisler, p. 425.

4. Ibid.

L4

L
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view was amended by what has been called the Neo-

classical Theory of Organization. Supporters of

this movement basically accepted the tenets of

the classicals, but superimposed upon the formal

structure what, for lack of a better phrase, has

been called the human relations movement or th;eory.

This movement was concerned with people. Basically,

it held that formal structure and scientific tech-

niques are all very rational, but that their

relative usefulness can be effectively negated by

people. Employee: have needs and drives which must

be satisfied If organizational goals are to be

effectively met. The Neoclassical school points

out that human problems are caused by imperfections

in formal processes.5 These imperfections frustrate

the individual in his quest for goal satisfaction,

forcirng him to find alternative outlets for his

energies, often in a manner disfunctional to organi-

zational goals.

Recognition of these individual needs and of

the concomitant 'nformal structures which arose as a

result of these needs finally led to an integrative

5. Joseph A. Litterer, Organization: Structure and
Behavior (New York, 1963), p.16.
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view which has been labeled Modern Organizational
6

Theory. The basic belief upon which this philo-

sophy rests is that the only meaningful way to

study an organization is to study It as a system,

as an integrated whole. Modern Organizational

Theory asks a group of interrelated questions

which draw from the previous theories. Crucial

among these questions are:

1. What are the strategic parts of the system?

2. What is the nature of their mutual dependency?

3. What are the main processes in the system

which link together the strategic parts?

4. How is adjustment of the parts to each other

facilitated?

5. What are the goals of the system? 7

These questions are not totally inclusive, but they

do provide the catalytic agent necessary to develop

a normative appraisal model -- the task to whio:h we

can turn.

What should the goals of an appraisal system

be? Why appraise employees in the first place?

The answers lie outside the appraisal system itself. i

6. Ibid., p. 19.

7. Ibid.

__1.
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Every human activity that has ever taken place, or

ever will, has one common denominator - purpose.

Whether that purpose is the mere relief if a

psychological tension, or the complicated otjective

set of the modern organization makes no difiference.

Goals must precede action; the military establish-

ment is no exception. Modern organization theory

holds that these goals are multiple in nature, and

are supported by sub-goals, and these by sub-sub-goals.

If pursued to its conclusion, this dissection of' Coals

leads to the individual position and its concomitant

functional factors, or Job requirements. Any activity

which does not support the satisfaction of furctional

factors, and in turn a major organizational function

Is extraneous to the system and thus disfunctional to

organizational activity. In other words, if we are

to utilize our resources to their maximum capacity,

we must be cognizant of our needs. It Xs for this

purpose that we have an appraisal system. For if we

are to effectively control our movement toward goal

satisfaction, we must evaluate the performance of1 our

resources, particularly our people.

8. John M. Pfiffner and Frank P,. Sherwood, Administrative
"Organization (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1960)9 p. 405.



In the evaluation of our human resources we

must answer 'wo questlons. What. contribution is

an Individial makli&, to the attainment of the

enterprise's goals? And, what contributlon might

the individuri] make in the future? In the final

analysis, we do not- care whether a man possesses

certain tral ts or characteristics, unless they

pertain to organizatlonal goals. Instead, we are

vitally interested in what he is doing now, anid

what he is capable of doing in the future. The

identification of these two facts must be primary

to any appraisal system.

Given these goals, an appraisal system can be

broken down into a host of separate parts, three

of which are truly significant. The most important

of these, and probably the most difficult to satisfy,

is the deflnition of performance factors anid future

organizational needs. This requirement is riot satis-

fied by stating that a man will promote sales, or that

a pilot will fly missions as dixected. The require-

ment here is for specific, detailed perlormance factors.

It requires that a manager sit down and thoroughly

analyze the position which he is to appraise. What is

*1 o %
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necessary? How much? Why? What is irrelevant?

If a manager cannot define the functions of' a

position, both quantitatively and qualitatively,

he cannot validly appraise performance for that

position. The same holds true for potential.

How can a supervisor rate potential If he does

not know what I- is? By tne same token, how carn

an individual improve his potentiXal if he does hot

know what positions are available to him, aind what

the demands of' those positions arre?

The .ond key part of an effective appraisal

system h• •he ohsprvation of actual performance an•d

potential in terms of organizailorial requirements.

This Is the rather" pedestrian task of observlne

performance and demonstrrted potential in those

areas which have been identified as being sit;t.iIficant.

The periodicity and timing of observations necessarily

N.ary with the particular activity being appraised.

But the necessary question here is whether or not

the particular factor is observable; and if so, to

what degree of observation is necessary to reflect

the real world.

The third critical par. of an effective appraisal

system is the evaluation tool or measuring device.
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As we have seern, a grea* number of devlces are

available, each wit}lh Is strerngths arid its weak-

nesses. The important point is whether or not the

particular device In use is the one best suited for

the task at hand. Is it ar, effective vehicle for

measuring an individual's potential, and his contri-

bution to the organization? Is it relative to the

particular requirements of th•e positlon being rated?

A highly active feedback system provides the

integrating process of our theoretlical m~del. A

crucial element in any appraisal system is the free

exchange of irformatoion between the appralsor and

the appralsee. It is by this means that the manager

identifies for the individual the performance

elements and future organizational needs. Thereby,

he established a performance yardstick by which the

individual can be measured. From the viewpoint of

the individual, feedback gained from performance

counseling allows him to adjust his behav!or, or

at lesst affords him the opportunity to do so. If

the individual does not know where I.- is being

rated, he is unable to control his future. If he

is not informed of deficiencies which might block



his advancement within the enterprise, ,e is unatle

to increase his potential. As has been previously

pointed out, the lack of a target renders our

efforts ineffective. Moreover, satisfactiot of' a

individual's psychological needs Is frustrate~d if

the individual is not aware of where he stands,

nor of what avenues are available for future

efforts.

Having identified the goals, the strategi(:

parts, and the adjustirig mechanism of a normative

appraisal system, a model for evaluating a parti-

cular appraisal system readily suggests itself.

Basically, it consists of fbur parts.

1. Desired performance and potential fac'.ors
described in detail as to quantity and
qual i ty.

2. Actual observed performance and potential
relative to the specified factors.

3. An evaluation tool which accurately
evaluates individual peiformance arid
potential in terms of organizational needs.

4. A dual-channel feedback mechanism which
allows the individual to adjust his actual
performance and potential, and which serves as
a basis for adjusting organizational goals and
performance factors.
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-rese f'oil- '.q ireme'ts can best lie expressed by

a diagram.

rt)e'sijre6g-•erf Ormance O •bserved 1'erl'ormance

and Potential and Potentlal (0)

Evaluation in Terms 0

erformance and Potentlalj

Is

I Adj. L_ <0 (D) (0 >0

<0

Is

Desired

No State Acceptable? Ye S

System In"

Equilibrium

Concisely stated the model requires that we define

performance and poten,;Ial objectives, and compare l

these to what actually exi~sts. Then, we ask the I

question, how dloes actuai performance and potential
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equate to the desired state? If the desired state is

greater than the actual state, we must communircate

this difference to the individual so that hP may take

actions necessary to increase his performance and

potential. Moreover, if the actual state is greater

than that which is lesired, we must determineý if stan-

dards can be raised. In essence, we have the four

elements required for development: defini'ALon of

goals, observance of performance, measurement, ard

feedback.

This model is not presented as tie soluýýio, to

all appraisal problems. Imperfections exist, In tkne

real world which deny solution to the most rudimentary

problems. Their continuance is unquestioned. However,

perfection is of necessity our goal, and ration,,l

process rur vehicle. I* Is the opinior of the at!'L.or,

formulated as a consequence of the evidence coileceed

in this study, that problems in appraIsRl have stemmed

largely from a micro-view of the p.ocess, or :'Com the

devotion of too much attention to techniques and their

concomitant results. At the risk of being redundant,

we must recognize that organizations have goals and

that every position witnin the organization must



contrilute to 4.}leir ac:,Ievetrer:', "or.seque:. 1 , we

must give detln . I 'u performance ',actors it wc.

are to have any vall' basis for appraisinrg. The

necessary corollry t.o th.is !act Is 'Jhat Ir',vidizals

have personal. FoAls or needs wlich demar.d satIs-

faction. ""h appraisal system is a crucial link

In the sat.isfac lot o! '-oth ,ined sets. Any Iyst em

that 'ails to o&serve these two theed sets will only

exacerbate the deficlencles inherent i.n the partl-

cular techniques employed.

Therefore, 1,e s, •-ested model will not answer

the question, *`oes the particular system fuixctlon

effectively?" Ihe answer to that depends on "Ihe

ability of the individuals envolved, the selection

of proper appraisal techniques, and the environment

of a particular system. :~t, the model will provide

an answer to the questions: Is the specific appraisal

system capable of determini:• an individual's contri-

bution to organizational goals? Does it provide the

framework for satisfyinc the Individual's sociological

and psychological needs? To do more Is beyond the

scope of this inquiry; to do less is to fail to make

contribution.
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With our yardstick thusly defined, we can now

observe the Air Force system for evaluating compar1y-

grade officers.

it
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CHAPTER IV

'HE AI FORCE .- vPA. ;HAALE OFFICLEER APP•AISA.- :.:

The United 2-tates Air Force company grade

officer evaluation system has evolved as a conse-

quence of long experien'e in t~e activity. >'-ce-

dents for the presen". system dat.-: to 1947 when ri:e

Air Force became a separate ertity. And, a vast

amount of knowledge regarding ratirgs was inherited

from the #•rmy, whose experience dates to the begirn•ing

of the formalized process. As part of its heritage

from the Army, the Air Force initially used the

forced-choice rating technique. However, tha4 . *ech-

nique was found to be objectionable to the individual

raters. Moreover, discrimination was very poor amorF;

the individuals rated, in part, because of a pile-up

of ratings at the upper end of the rating scale.

Raters became so dissatisfied with ratings in the

blind that they actively sought ways to beat the

system.1

The critical incident technique was the second

device used by the Air Force to find an acceptable

1. Officer Effectiveness. Performance and Training
Reorts., p. 2.

.If
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method. It was recommended by the Americanr. ist'1utie

of Research, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania as the s;s'ý.e•

most suitable for Air Force use. P,1t, like i's pre-

decessors, it too was unacceptable. The hasi,; ar. ;-

ments against that method were the time consriA!,g

mechanics of the report, and the seemingly om.i'present

inflation of ratings at the upper end of the scalee

This led to the adoption of the Air Force's pun2sent

system in 1952.

As is true of any large enterprise, the Uir' .ovce

rating system abounds with rules and corditrons 1o :'it

every conceivable situation which might arise. Qut,

for the purposes of this study, only the basic or

normal system will be described.

The Air Force company grade officer rating; system

consists of a three-step process: observation, evalua-

tion, and reporting. Rating officlalt' are instrucled

to purposefully observe an officer's behavior and

performance of duty, including achievements, ef•]-iency,

and morale of his subordinates. Otservations are to

be made at frequent intervals, and must be pertinent,

to the position occupied. Each supervisor is cautioned

2. Ibid.
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against rating an individual on performance outside

of the particular rating period. PRating periods

are defined as the length of time since the last

rating, and ýre typically six to twelve moriths il

length, depending on the officer's stage of d'-velop-
3

ment.

Rating officers are instructed to evaluate

each officer in terms of' how he compares with other
24

officers serving in the same grade. Appropriate:&,

each rater is warned of the errors commonly found

i•n appraisal, and of the actions necessary to avoid

them.

The AF Form 77 (Appendix A) is the device

whereby evaluations are reported. Raters are in-

structed that this report is not to be used as a

counseling device, albeit counseling on a periodic

or continuing basis is encouraged. Effectiveness

reports provide a measure of an officer's over-all

value to the service. They are to be used with other

information as a basis for personnel actions such as

promotion, elimination, school selection, and

Regular appointment. A single report is never the

sole criterion for such actions. Rather, a series

of reports submitted by different reporting officials

3. IbAi.

4. Ibid., p. 35.
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in a variety of duty situations become an indication

of each officer's value to the service as compared

ýto his contemporaries.-

Basically, the Form 77 is divided into nine

major parts:

I. Identification Data - Provides space io
record the Individual's vital data.

II. Duties - The rating official indicates by
a precise statement which duties are -ot-
sidered by him as important to the specIflc
position being rated. This miust inclade l
a minimum, the duty title, organizatio, level,
and base of assignment.

III. Ratink Factors - This section includes a list
of rating factors presented In the form of a
graphic scale. The factors included are know-
ledge of duties, performance of duties, effect-
iveness In working with others, leader-ship
characteristics, judgement, adaptability, use
of resources, and writing and oral expression
abilities.

IV. Military Qualities - This section requires a
rating as to how well the officer meets the
standards of military duty.6

V. Ovei-All Evaluation - Here, the ratil officer
scores the ratee on officer qualities and on
his over-all value to the Air Force. Although
not included In the descriptive phrases of the
graphic scale, guide-lines to the rat.er for
selecting the appropriate box are as follows:

"Unsatisfactory - This officer is one wi.ose
4 performance fails to meet minimum standards

of acceptance. He is deficient in his per-
formance of duty to the extent that further
efforts at rehabilitation in his current
assignment would not be in the best, interest
of the Air Force.

5. Ibld,, p.6.

6, Ibid., P. 37

'-~~~ ~ ......u -,m -zW= •m• ' -
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Marginal - This is an officer whose perfor-
mance of duty is distinctly limited. Suc1h
performarnice may be due to the lack or ade-
quate motivation or interest in his joL, to
personalit y traits, or to technical q,.•alifi-
cations- that are not commensurate wit'! '.e
job requi rement s.

Below Average - An officer in this uox can
continie in 1is current assignment and be
expected to perform his duties, although
his effectiveness is below the standards
expected of an officer of his grade and
t ra i n i .

Effective and Competent - This category
should include the majority of the of'ficers
in each trade....

Very F'i~ie - An officer characterized by this
rating must show a continuing level of nigh
performance....

Exceý,tionally Fine - Rating in this box must
he reserved for those very few officers whose
performance, initiative, leadership, and
personality set him apart as being worthy of
special notice. He must perform most aspects
of his Job In an outstanding manner.

Outstandnin - This officer is extremely rare,
ie Is one (or less) in a hundred in his par-

ticular grade who excels in everything he
does.... "71

Specific Justification is required when an
officer is rated either as being Unsatls'ac-
tory, Marginal, Exceptionally Fine, or Out-
standing.

VI. Promotion Potential - For this item, the manual
requires that the rater consider the officer's
capacity to handle jobs of irnreased scope and
respons i I i ty.

VII. Comments - This section is included to satisfy
two specific purposes. It provides space for:

7.S7. Ibld., p.3 8

* ri



* a. Material required to Justify specific
ratings.

b. Pertinent information which the ra'erI believes will make the report more
A meanIngful.

Comments whlP.h are required in this ' ,

if applicable, are i'bicLs and Specifickicv-:
ments, 2trernghs, hecommended improvemn,.' ,rent,
Suggested Assignments, Self-Improvemetn. .',)-t1s,
Civic Responslivilitles, and Other Conmezr•:s.-

VIII. Reporting f, Icial - 2pace is provi e',] o
identify the ratine officer.

IX. Review ,by Iridorsinr Official - The ir.,!o:',i.
official will review the ratings and .
of lte rater, and will note Lhs agreeme,,,
disagreement with the reporl. If d1sa&r'
exists, rhe indorsing official indicates i:r

areas and degree of discord by inserting his
initials in the appropriate r~oxes, and iý)y
reveLling his specific reasons in t'.e space
allotted. *

This concisely describes the Air Force cozmpany

grade officer evaluation system. Cn it fIacti1Iwe

the achievement of individual and organlzatlo i oFAls2'

Can it be improved, and if so, how? We now hare ",:

background, the yards*Ick, and the existing •a~ e

we can now focus our ati;entlon on analysis.

8. Ibid., p. 39.

9. Ibid., p. 40.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSISS

We have seen in C.ATE',W'-.PT, II and IlI how per-

formance appraisal has evolved from an unstructured,

simple process with limited objectives to a highly

sophisticated adjunct to an agressive persoruiel

program. In CiiAPT-.1 IV, a generalized normative

model for appralsing performance was developed.

CHAPTER V revealed the present system in use by the

United States Air Force, Keeping mind that no ulti-

mate or perfect rating system has yet been devised,

we turn to the task of evaluating the system presently

in use by the Air Force. The purpose here is to

generalize from the information gathered in such a

manner as to point out those parts of the system

which tend to be effective, as well as those which

tend to be disfunctional. The outcome desired is

an idealistic evaluation somewhat watered by the

realities of practice.

The strengths of the system presently in use

by the Air Force are many. To begin with the system

is generally adaptable to the myriad of diverse
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positions held by Air Force junior officers. It

allows local adaptation within restricted limits,

but at the same time provides a basis for centra-

lize'd promotion -- Lhe stated purpose of the systm.

This flexibility is gained through the incluslor o,

Section II for listing specific dutles rela~tir- 'n

the position being appraised. Additionally,

Section VII of the rating form requires th, sp.ci~i':

examples of performance be recorded. A second riota-ie

strength is that the system Is easy to admir,,'ste'.

Except for the comments of Section VII, the appra1sal

form can be completed In five minutes. A t ird

strength is that every rating requires review iy at

least one indorsing official. This influenri -e- .

rater to be objective, and allows the rev1ew1:>_

officer to reflect disagreement with any eIven rai'rie.

In opposition to these strengths Is a num!Uer ot

areas which suggest the need for improvement.. As

CHAPTER III revealed, authorities In the field such

as French, Beach, and Whisler agree that performance

and potential are the two most important, if no" 'he

only, areas which reouire appraisal. These are given

only token recognition In the present Air Force System.
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Although duties must be listed, no formalized stan-

dards against which performance can be measured are

specified. Moreover, of all the duties related to

a specific position, only one over-all factor, l erfor-

mance of Duities, is sc(red on a ratlrn6 scale. ,r.

studies of oRonan and 3eashore polrnt out tlat ar. over-all

performance rawLe Actor ,has 11t Ile useV_1. z i

reflecting performance for sever&l factors.I

The present ratling form Is weakest In T.I.e area

of growth potential. Neither description, nor s*_atLdard

exist fo•- this factor. The rater merely assie!nz a

score in one o" four potential categories listed on

the Form 77. De:Irntion of the term is left to the

rater.

A second deficiency In the present technique is

the use of traits in the rating format. These have

been proven to .e of little validity.2 Moreover, some

of the rating factors seem to le inapproprisae. Ls

the factor "Knowledge of Duties* solely the responsi-

bility of the individual, or does the trainine proeram

enter into the picture? Does a junior officer have

1. W. W. Ronan, p. 255, and Stanley E. Seashore, p. 1q5.

2. Hepner, p. 325.

•-- 4.- • 4 - _ I " IJ._ Ill~ r _ i .... ..... . . . I ] _ , _•A
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effective control over the utliizati-,n of, rescurces?

Do the select' •n criteria permit t"Ahe induction of*

oi'ficer candidates who can not communicate? '111 v,

answers to these questions are not within .he raI&e

of this study, but tiey serve to point out te i'-tc

that without standard-, tral,. rat ings merely re'l ec'

the opinion of the rater, often to the cagrin o."

the r&tee. Consequenitly, they tend to place emphas

on the ratee's :;ocial and political prowess 1i"tKer

than on his performance.

In CHAPTER V, a normtive model for appraisuA

was described based on the existing experience in

the field. A survey of young Air Force of: Icers

was conducted in order to compare the existLrn-

system against, the model. To this end, a quieslior-

nalre (Appendix C) was send to two hundred cor.,pr•r.y

grade officers selected randomly from ten Air .-or'ce

bases within the zone of the interior. Each off:lcer'

was asked the four questions posed by the normative

model. The results of the survey are summarized it,

Table I.

Before we review the survey results, a.,few

words of caution are in order. Care must be exercised

GCC
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in drawlri6 cUr:cllsion",: from suchta sampl To

begin with, 9'e sar:ipC1 Was rther, small; and, J

was riot tkken from t", e r r popblation, ivt only

a segment, of' it, (:.rn .aes). Sebondly, seventi-sCx

rec~pient(z : led 0o respond to 1thr. survey. '.ir

opiTioris rC,,1( draszl:& ally f ec the survey ou'-

C I Fi riftI1,,y, nh 'u di1 ~c, ,f l ~ r v ey 1 s rir. a rt.

in itself'. A .•t,. 011h ',dvice rela i, ve to the que-s-ion-

naire was receilverl, And test survey was c onducttd,

the aut hor iia. ' :'o,':,il tr a'I nr In the area.•ig
G~verC !e:;,, possi ble de '1clenrc'es, the su.'rvey

results do s 1,-es certai n areas' where the appram1sal

system might be Ipirproved. in the area of promotlonr

potential, only 10..• percent of ithe respondent-,

indicated that. th:e~r :,upervisors h~d defined t.e

elements comprisine ".,is factor*• Moreover, only

20.9 percent' in,lcated that their supervisors had

identified acr.Ions necessary to~improve theirratings

in this area. It would seem that either very little

action is beri Ltuken t-o improve th.e potential of'

Junior officers at the local level; or if effort

is being expended in this area,1!it is undirected.

Moreover, this identifies either an inability on the

csAva~b3C
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part of the raters to def*ine pot-ential, or a lack

of' communicatýIon, 1-ef-weeri rater and ratee. In

either case if' avallable !.alent Is to Le developed

to its fuI'lfest, des-Ired abilities must. be, defirned

for each career I'if-1,d. If' 11-1s is impossible, I)-,

area should rio' rated. -,c do so, merely in-rcr-aseo

the aritarI-~ ~ irrelevancy u the ratlr±ý2--

In tlhe areri c.c ,oh perfc,-rumcýnce, $. c~v

of the rerndv ~1ica E-d *.,-r:t thpi~r sip erIývic:s

had specii'lca.1.y oDLV lirfd the req;ýirenment2, o:' Y

job. Futi, i!! only , psý;rcert ot' >e" cases ~2 1 ne

rater defi-nedl wna was ur,,atisf'act~ory, accep,,itle,

or outstanding~ performance-, f'or eac-h area. 'T`h (

results here are binfcatl etter t.L kitose

obtalt-ed In, rthe area ot, promotion poternti P,

the need fckr w'rea'er del'iniý.Ioy at' goa-ls Find wn

dards Is ev'llert. * .'-ciilevement witlhout. purpo-sF is

impossIble.

The l rp. A , 1 tested 1,y the survey wa~s t'he1

of' feedback. 2ile prpose was to determin~e wrial

percentage (.01 officers act.ually knew what tAefl'

last ratine. was, considering that supervisors Fir

not allowed to disrnil- tihe rating with them. '.'h(:

results Indicate tihat percent of the respondents
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knew what their lazt rating was. However, only

46.0 percent Indicated that they knew why they

received the particular rating they did. Here,

we find a su`stantial block to the satisfaction

of Individual needs irn the supervisor-subordliiate

relationship. AS i'leper points out, the man who does

not know where he stands, or why, is likely to be a
13

very unhappy Aerl:enman.

In sumin y, the Air lorce system for appraising

young officers is neither totally effective, nor com-

pletely ineffectivt.. It t-reflects a compromise between

the design of a separate appraisal system for each

career field or specialty, and the Air Force need

for centralization and adaptability. The system as

it now stands has several strengths, and Is apparently

meeting the needs of the Air Force to some degree.

But as this study points out, considerable more

benefit could be gained from the system if certain

changes or modifications were made. These suggested

changes along with the general findings of this

study form the topic of the Conclusion which follows.

3. Pieper, p. 122.
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TABLE I

SUMMARIZED SURVEY RESULTS

1. Has the supervisor defined growth potential?

Response Number Percent

Yes 13 10.5

No 107 86.4

Not Sure 4 3.1

2. Has the supervisor indicated actions necessary

to lIprove growth potential rating?

Response Number Percent

Yes 26 20.9

No 97 78.3

Not Sure 1 .8

3. Has the supervisor identified critical job

elements?

fesDonse Number Percent

Yes 77 62.0

No 45 36.3

Not Sure 2 1.7
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4. Has the supervisor def ined st andards for each

Job element?

Response Number Percent

¼* Yes

., re a'

5. Has the sI ....- r defIned hii r-rona

of a o.rtcu'e-r trait?

F eso ise Numt, er Petet e. 1-

Yes 4 '3 .4

No 77 62.e

Not: Sure -8 o

6. Does the officer know what his last rating was?

Response iNumber Percent

Yes 73 .. '

No 40.3

Not Sure a8

7. Does the officer know why he was rated where he

was?

Response Number Percent

Yes 58 46.8

No 58 46.8

Not Sure 8 6.4
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CONCLUSIONS

This study began by asking the question, that

given the existing state of knowledge relative to

performance appraisal, is the present Air Force

appraisal system as effective as possible? The

answer is obviously, no! Organizational goals

could be met more efficiently if certain changes

were made in the present system. The purpose of

the system should be to support the over-all Air

Force mission -- the greatest amount of military

capability at the minimum cost to American Society.

To this end, writers in the field agree that an

appraisal system should stress increased perfor-

mance, increased potential, and increased psycho-

logical emoluments to the individual. The degree

to which the Air Force system does so is question-

able. From the standpoint of the individual, we

need a system that facilitates the satisfaction of

human needs and wants. The present method employed

by the Air Force negates the achievement of this

goal.

However, disease is always easier to detect

Sthan to cure. And, it has been repeatedly pointed

I.(
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out during the course of' this paper that no organiza-

tion makes clalm to a totally effective appraisal

system. Progress, rnot perfection, is the challenge,

and change is the, first step toward progress -- this

study suggests several first steps.

The survey of appraisal techniques revealed that

relevance to the poC,•'ion '..,eln,; rated is a necessary

requisite for any successful appraisal device. The

Air Force is -using, for all practical purposes, the

same format fori rating every junior officer position

in its organizaltion -- an enormous burden to place on

any appraisal technique. The Air Force should employ

a dIfferent yardstick for each group of related

positions. If It: is deemed necessary to maintain a

single format, then a list of performance elements

and their antecedent standards should be established

for each Air Force specialty. The format should be

of the general purpose type so that elements relevant

to the particular job are selected, and their selec-

tion justified by the local headquarters. If an

officer is a crewmember, rate him on how well he per-

forms in terms of his duties. If the ratee is a

commissary manager, rate him on how efficiently he

" C.4
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operates his store in terms of specific yardsticks

and standards. The same applies to potential.

Characteristics, or desired abilities should be

identified for -ach career field. Certainly, growth

potential is not the same for an officer in the

Strategic Air Command as it is :'or one in ti~e Research

and Development Command, or for an instructcr a. the

Air Force Academy. r course, we are speakinz o": n

goal to which we must a-cribe. WhIsler poi-,.ts ou t.

that some positions must oa necessity he appralseri

subjectively. At rest,, we must attemp, to red•ce

the subjective element÷ of ratin6, particularly the

use of traits, to a minimum. No doubt some traits

must be included it. every rating, but. they s.,hcrld

be few In numLer, well de'ined, and relevant *o the

position belnaT rated.

The Second st-:p the Air Force should take to

improve its appralsal system is to use the apprcisal

by coaching technique described in CHAPTER II. Under

this system we have emphasis on the developme.nt of

the individual, on mutual goal setting, and on

satisfaction o" the h'iman needs for recognition,

security, and new experience. Supervisors should

be required to frequently counsel their libordinates.

The two should erinane in numerous give-and-take

LOII
- 00.
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sessions where increased perP.formance, enlarged

potential, arod maxiti:m jol satisfaction r re the

mwtual aItn ot L: h parties. Together, rater and

ratee should ide'tify the relevant perrormance and

growth peotenti lere-trits. "hey shoul d e'7tabI sh

standards, ar.d should seek s:lut~oh, to organllza-

tion and individiu] proeLems. liowever, no f'ormal

or recorded appraisa. should i:e made during these

sessions. Thc: sue'es:s of This type of' counue ing

hinges upon "-):'ucl,ý t!,e individual to rate himsel+',

and upon removir,ý l1,e superior f'rom the position of
1

judge.

The formal or recorded rating cy the superior

should 'be sep-ratpe a,,d undisr'osed to the individual

except In 'hoz.e c,'tses where the rating could Le

d-ptrimentai to Inde ividua1's !'uture. Innumerable

studies poln* 'ut +P* supervisors tend to Inflate

their eva iat-lons o' sulordinates whern they rxilst

reveal them lo 'he individuals concerned. Moreover,

these critiqup sessions tend to place both parties

in uncomfortatle posltions -- the rater in the

position of 'adge, and the ratee in the position or

the defense. Maier poin)ts out that In many cases,

1. For amplicatlon of t0his technique, reter to
French, Whisier, Wolf, or Yamuiaro.
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interviews fo: the purpose o" reieiwln a recorded

appraisal tend to frustrate `ih individual and

destroy his motivwtio:.2 Frequent and manda tory

coaching sesslo!.'s :•hofld provide! adequate Ceed1, ck

to the individv. i- wviiico The: di'slfuctional asrect~s

o f d4sloi S: '(- rti

A fina ... is .. .;ge.st.ed by- the survey o," yoviirg

officers. > ~~~~couirse of thrw. survey,- e;9ri

of'ficers saw '! tm o tnch t.tcrs or commet1s t o

their answer -;e'2. -,no such response point.:,. o

the need ý'or Lu:'- ler I rivesttigati on in '.hi s .

The prollem nrea is that the Air .'or..•
will I"I (r'-mov-: p rom service) a man I' yo,
give him t-ir average to very good EP!. 0rie
average FUi wi•ll geta man passed over f'or
major, one passover will beget another, eLP.

The troutble with the AF EiE sytem is
that the penalty for tell.ng the truth is '.oo
severe. The system makes no provislon for
honesty. The simple solution, two passovers
do not make a 111,."

The officer's facts may be slightly erroneous, or

his interpretation of' them somewhat exaggerated;
CI

but, he quite cogently reminds us that systems

exogenous to the appraisal system influence the

results we obtain. We need to determine the

degree to which raters are influenced by the pro-

motion system. Why does a rater inflate an
0

effectiveness report when he knows ..that such action

2. Norman 1'. . Maler, The Appraisal Interview: Ob.ec-
tives. Methods, and SkIlls (New'w ork,'95, p.26.

• , • . • .• •. u _ -•_ . ... ,lq.v.4 -,• -• - - . I • • -im,, -. .. , " ' . . .
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Is In coy.f'lict wit 1i the &esl. rnteres's f- tof* Air

Foorce? Col.-,er~re. ,e !art. 'hat rromotions decreaCe

lt. numiner R '•,e .-Fn.k Increases, i°. only starids to

re~qseri I It- s o::,% zý't c1 cern s ? m; s ~ I, I' 1 .1 .. o e pr om~o c td

Must every o!:' !,rer -a0- The po'e,,. 1.. o: a cn.Fnstder?

Pees t-e Ai•, - :IY r-a ve a plare !or ýi rel- le

and compet;e,': r-' r wlco roseSer2 limI¼•d c',paclty

f'or advancemn't.t,, , who per!'orms Itati,,'c.orll:: it

his presena p.•cw.e or, Thse qu~s,.ions require an

answer I' we !re . '.o develop an eftee'ive saprrI-

sal system.

In summary, this slud•y suggerts that the Air

Force company grade o"'Icer evaluaW on system could

be greatly imprcved i-f the appraisal tool were designed

specifically 'or th-: po'21tior. being rated, If" perfor-

mance and poeitiai tors were more clearly defined,

if the coaec.injr 1-echntqe o:" counselirg were made

mandatory, and it exo-enas Inflietices were minimized.

But these are orly first steps In a lot* evolu-

tionary development, yet to come. The inclusion of

the suggested changes wi41 not transform the present

system into a comp'letely satisfactory procedure for

evaluating of!'icers. U!tiimate solutions to the Air

Force appraisal dilemma are outside the purview of
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zati one 1 e.'" 'i .c Ie y by requirin, I ?ts members to

think and act: in t;er.rl, o," performance standards

and goals. Moreover, the system wl~l substantially

reduce the f:nount o' -mental frustration generaced

by the present. system the note on which this

study began, and ends. V

SGO
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APPENDIX A

AIR FORCE FOHRM 7
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1. IDENTIFICATION DATA (Road AFM 36-h. ..,refuIly before filling out any item".)I

I L.AS? NAM~E -FIRST NAMdE -- MIDDLE INITIAL 2 AfSN 3 ACTIVE DUTY GRADE 4 PERMANENT GRADE

5 ORGANIZATION COMMAND AND LOCATION 6 AtRO RATING CODE -7 PERIOD of RLporT

8 PERIOD Of SUIPERVISION 9 REASON FOR1 REPORT

11. DUTIES-tPAFSC DAFSC

111. RATING FACTORS (Cofisidr how this officer is performing on his job.)
I KNOWLEDGE OP DUTIES- -

I - - -- -- - I -I - - I- -.

NOT i EiU ASI I NW AIFCOYKOLDE WFLk INFORMED ON MOST EXCELLENT KNOWLEDGE OF EXCEP!IONAI UNDEASTAN0IN-,
S EDGE OF FUNDAMENTALS Of Of ROuT;NE PHASES Of HIS' PHASES Of HIS JOB. ALL PHASES OF HIS JOB OF HIS JoB EXTREMELY WELL
( ~ HIS JOS 'JoB INPORMFD ON ALL

0jJL _ _ PHASES L
2. PERFORMANCE OP DUTIES

NOT QLALITY O UN IYOF PEF RANC MEETS ONLY IQVANTITý AND QUALITY Of PRODUCS VERY HIGH QUAN- IQUALITY AND QUANTITY Of
WORK OFTEN PAILS TO MEET; MINIMUM JOB REQOUIREMENTS. WORK ARE VERY SATISFACTORY TITY AND' QUALITY OF WORK WORK ARE CIEAAlY SUPMRON
JO EQIEMNS MEETS ALL SUS AND TIMELY

Li, ~PtNSES E
3 EfFFCTIVENESS IN WORKING WITH OTHERS

IEFCIEIN WITN SOEIMES HAS DIFFICULTY IN GETS ALONG WELL WITH WRSIHARMONY WITH jEXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL IN

OTES DOES NOT CO. GETTING ALONG WITH PEOPLE UNDER NORMAL CdR- OTHERS A VERY GOOD WORKING WITH OTHERS
OPEATE OTHERS CUMSTANCIES ITEAM WORKER ACTIVELY PROMOTES

0Q R HARMONY

4. LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

NT TTEN WEAK. PAILSTO SHOW JINITIATIVE AND ACCEPTANCE SATISFACTORILY DEMON.- DEMONSTRATES A HIGH DE- ~ALWAYS DEMONSTRATES OUT.
-lNITIATIVE AND ACCEPT RE- Of RESPONSIBILITY ADEQUATE STRATES INITIATIVE AND AC. 'GREE OF INITIATIVE AND ISTANDING INITIATIVE AN40

SOSNT.IN MOST SITUA- CEPTS RESPOONSIBILITY ACCEPTANCE Of ACCEPTANCE OF
0 PNIIIY TIONS -RESPONSIBILITY RESPONSIBILITY

SJUDGEMENT

NT DECISIONS AND RECOMMEN- JUDGEMENT IS USUALLY TSHOWS 0O0D JUDGEMENT SOUND, LOGICAL THINKER CONSISTENTLY ARRIVES AT

INIEFFECTiVE SIONAL ERRORS. EVALUATION OF REACH ACCURATE HIGHLY COMPLEX

0FTIN.DECISIONS MATTERS.

OUSEIWO_ _CT RL i_ _

6. ADAPTABILITY

ur UNABLE TO PERFORM ADE. PERFORMANCE DECLINES UN. PERORMS WELL UNDER STRESS PERFORMANCE EXCELN IOTTANDING P1RPORMANCtN T QUAI- I-N OTE HN OtTESOtINOHRTAO NUUUL IUTOSEVNUDRPES NE XREES ET( ~ ROUTINE SITUA. ROUTINE SITUA- I DIFFICULT SITUA. THE CHALLENGE OP DIFFICULT

0. TIONS. TIONS.L J ____ L TIONS. fSITATIONS. L
7. USE OF RSRCES

OT TINEFFECTIVE IN CONSIEVA. TUSES RESOURCES IN A BANELY C-ON SRF1VE S BNY US I NG RO Iip. EPPCT IVE -L-Y -AC-CO --M PLI1SHEM tSTIXCIPTION ALL Y EFFECTIVE IN
NT TION OF RESOURCEIS SATISFACTORY MANNER ITIME PROCEDURES. SAVINGS BY DEVELOPING IM- USIN4G RESOURCES.

00 (D PROVED PROCEDURES

S, WRITiNGASILITY AND ORAL EXPRE11SSION

UNABLE TO EXPRtS EXPRESSES THOUGHTS SATIS-TUSUALLY ORGANIZES AND 11. CONSISTENTLY ABLE TO EX.I OUTSTANDING ANILIT' TO
NOTO THOUGHTS CLEARLY LACKS FACTORILY ON ROUTINE MAT PRIESSES THOUGHTS CLEARLY IPRESS IDEAS CLEARLY. I COMMUNICAII IDEAS To

O ORGANIZATION. TENS AND CONCISELY. OTHERS.

-em Z~i] =~-~ E'-"E' DE' I_____ [w, [ý IH: ]
IV. MILITARY QUALITIES (Censide how this 00Wce meets Air Focae stOndads] _______

pNEA RING OR BEHA VIOR IINTE. ICARELESS BETARIYNG AND .N EARING AND BEHAVIOR CR1. ESPECIALLY G00D BEHAVIOR NEARING AND BEHAVIOR ARE
"TFIRE SEIlOUSLY WITH WS HAVIOR DER F ROM HNIS ATE A GOOD IMPRESSION IAND BEARING CREATES A OUTSTANDING HE 11XEm~i0 EFFECTIVENESS. 1EFFECTIVENESS VERY FAVORABLE PIES$ TOP MILITARY

A F J~cd,* 77 1"* w6#" o m "EOa mkl~lNum

VI SOCK S RNAUKIO OMPAY OFIUREFFITIVEISSEMA



V. OVEI.AU EVALUATION (Compete this officer ONLY with officers of the some grade.)

-'-SW • '- t, I ttI t t It tt tt tt ,tt-..=:.--I . ....tt tt ttttt ttt
t t

UNSATIS MAIGINAL KtOW AVVIAt' fjPftvflq AND COMPTIENT VEIy FINE ftICEPFICNAWt OUTSTANWIN,
FACTORY INk

VI. PROMOTION POTENTIAL

1OES NOT DEMONSTRATE I'A CAPA&ILITY FOR P*OMOTfON AT ?"15 2 PlFOIFMINC. WELL IN Pitt SNT GNADW SHOuOLD N CONSIDtRED
TIME• FORl PIPO •O1ION ALON"G WIT" C0Nf(AAPf.CtAR.I|

3 DIEMONStIATtS CAPAIILITIES FOR INCREASED RISPONSS51TY d UTSANDING, GROWIH POINTIAL PASftD ON (IE MONSTIIAItFD
CONSIDER FOe ADVANCEMENT AHEAD O CONAEM•A•3I1Ll.S. Pf FOIRAAN(. PROMOI| WELt AHEAD (. N CONItI.MPCARIES

VII. COMMENTS

VIII. RlEfORTING OFFICIAL

NAME. GRADI, ASN. AN0 ORGANIZATION DUTY TITLE SICNATueE

AIO RATING CODE DATE

IX. REVIEW BY INDORSING OFFICIAL

"NAME. GKADF. AFSN. AND ORGANIZATION 
T

DUTY TI:1 SIENfUI

AEM1 RATING ODE DATE

,S , ! *q* r, -** ,.
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Fellow Officer:

I need your assistanre in c project. A-, jou

know, our ER system '".as come unler ittak '.rom time

to time as being in dequate for its purpose. Conse-

quently, I h.ave u-'rt.... s,"

systems; in brsinss, h avroe surveyd ýtizown rt-a-Irn

techniques avail•ebl• for use. T!e obve off ths

study is to 'etmne if we have h.:. best ,ible

system avil-•iLe, •'ivern the res5trInts of' 'iý. .)arti-

cular requi.remn',ts. 7c Copl.te m- study, I t-eed

answers to 'he *ymstions posed In: th.e sttich•J

questionnaire.

Please take five minites to answer T'he seven

questions as obje'ctively as possible, and return the

completed quesýornnrire via the self-addr-ssed

envelope.

This study h". betn authorized by Headqi2arters,

USAF, and is being conducted to fulfill gradvtion

requirements st the UniversIty of Massachasetts.

Appreciatively yours,

Browning (. Wharton, Jr.
Captain, USAF

BCW:dpd
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QTJESTIONNAI}E! •

(1':ncIrcle your Answ-r)

1. You are no dou-t aware that we use the term
promotabillt.y in the Air Force ;to measure growth
potential. Hias your superior specifically de-
fined, for yo. ,.hat. t.h'Ls term means?

Yes No Not 3ure

2. Has your supe:rior ever ,told yc"e•, what cor:cret.,%
actions you might, take to 1improve your "PromoI on
Potential" rnting?

Yes Njo "r "

3. Every Job in the Air Force hasl been est;blisA
to sat.isfly spec.ý.'.c goals. Accordi.ngly, your jlob
consists of certain tasks or fkct;ors which, i,"

satisf'ed, will contribute to , the achievement of
organizational goals.. Has your superior idenrti-
fied those tasks, or elements that are crucial
to the successf'ul accomplishment )f your Job?

Yes No Not Sure

4. Given the critfical factors of "your job, has your
superior defined whlt constitutes unsatisfactory,
acceptable, or outstanding performance-for each
element?

Yes No 'Not Sure

5. The rating factors listed in Section III of the
ratinrg form are essentially personality traits.
Do you know how your superioriinterprets the
following phrase: "Demonstrates a high degree of
initiative and acceptance of responsibility?"

Yes No INot Sure

+. Aý I7'~~

I~ f



3*The 1'.1 R ri - 1 o nwFr .iuI h orI z Pd Co , r use aS3 a
courasel''ý i1 i evife~ * .;iver tis -rEst~raint, do
you kn~ow !.ow yvý' wpre rn'.c (.N! yom.;r 1--is, ý'M

'7. ~ ~ - lfvo ~prr :ý.uw n> cr1s Witr.e-

wasq d-)krio wi' r -t-l -,- t~c pa * i

c i sc r rj
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